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Nadia J. Pamphil(2-14-95)
 
i was... born and raised in haiti. i am...tall, in love, sensitive, haitian and proud, i
sing, dance and act. i love to.... write, draw, and read. my goal in life... is to be
all that i can be etc....
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Beautiful Break-Up
 
Regrets?
Yeah, I've had them
Contentment? ?
Been there, done that, got the memories to prove' em
Lonely? ? ?
I mean, yeah we had a long run
And some great times together
But you and I both Know I was never 'THE ONE '
For three days I was gone
By then you were already with another
Its funny how we both moved on
Without one another
I know you'll say I ruined ur life
But let me tell you, hun
The damage is only being done by you
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Beautiful Sin
 
Sometimes I think of you
Day and night
Sometimes I dream of a world
At ur side
Sometimes I think of a song
Only for you and I
sometimes I see myself
In ur eyes
Sometimes I feel the need of ur lips on mine
Sometimes I feel the need of ur body
Next to mine
Sometimes I feel cold and empty
waiting for ur stillness
Sometimes I ache for you
Though I know I belong to another And we'll never be
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Compare And Contrast
 
You:
Loving U is a pleasure
Kissing U is a thrill
Having U is an honor
Keeping U is a dare
Hating U is a skill
Losing U is a scare
Me:
Loving me is a challenge
Kissing me is passion
Having me is one chance
Keeping me is tough
Hating me is unlikely
Losing me is easy
Us:
Together we're an adventure
Together we're unstoppable
Together we're lovers
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Dance With Me
 
Dance with me under the moonlight.
Dance with me to your favorite song.
All I ask is for you to dance along
with every beat of my heart.
My love for you is like an art
An art which you design.
Its limit is the sky
for when it touches it
it shines so bright.
For I, only yours
And you only mine.
My heart beats for you
my body craves you.
With you I've experienced many things
but the beautiful of all I've learned to love again.
I love you
That's the truth.
so, all i ask in return is one dance with me
under the moonlight or not.
I'm your star and you're my every wish.
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Forever
 
&lt;/&gt;You, me
together
forever.
Me, you
forever
and ever.
We laugh
We play.
we talk, enough said.
Forever, me and you
Thick and thin, you and I
Forever by your side.
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I Cry...Sometimes
 
Sometimes I cry
A cry so bitter and sweet
Sometimes I hide
I hide to shut out the world
Sometimes I smile
A smile to get through the pain
Sometimes I laugh
I laugh for all the world to see
Sometimes I dance
I dance just to let go
Sometimes I sing
A song just for you and me
Sometimes I see
A world so cruel and brute
Sometimes I sense
A feeling oh so pure and immense
Sometimes I hear
Violance and laughter together as one
Sometimes I fear
One you'll be gone
But do you really know how I feel? ?
Sometimes I feel as though the world stops
and spins madly on
Sometimes I feel like letting everything drop
And run toward you
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I Love
 
&lt;/&gt;Its the way I feel when you do what you do to me
Its the way I feel when you say what you say to me
I love how I feel when ur near me.
I love how  fit in your arms
I love that I can be me with you
I love that I can trust you.
I love that I'm scared of losing you
I love that I'm afraid of falling for you.
I love the way you love me
I love the way you kiss me.
I love it when I'm feeling a little bit jealous because of you
(even though I hide it from you) 
But most importantly I love you! ! !
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I Love You
 
I love you
Its just three little words
Behind every I love you's
There is tenderness
I love you
Its just eight letters
Each 'I love you''
Holds a meaning
I love you
Each I love you
Has six vowels
And two consonants
I love you
Its just three little words
But look beyond
U'll find joy, beauty
And delicacy
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I See You
 
Do u see me? ?
I see u wherever I go
Ur always on my mind don't u know
I am here with u, can't u see? ?
Everywhere I go its u I see
I try to hide but there u are
I do believe we're a linked heart
I wanna believe that ur not far
I am afraid that one day u might be gone
and with my soul u'll go
I am afraid to love, I am afraid to care
Its selfish I know but life's unfair
Though my heart beats for u and love is all I feel
I love u so that's the truth
So I wonder what would I do without you
Cuz everywhere I go
Its u I see
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Like Mother, Like Daughter
 
In every M
There' s an N
In every brown
There's ur eyes staring back at me
In every you
I see me
In ur Heart
I hear laughter
In ur eyes
I see sorrow
In ur laugh
I hear pain
As for your tears
They fall like rain
In the stars
I bid you a great tomorrow
In the mirror I look
Ur face is all see
In every me, I see you
In every you, I see me
In all my Heart
YOU beats
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Lustful Love
 
Love or Lust
Its always one
Or the other
Do you think both go together? ?
Sometimes I think they can
Other times I don't
Where you can't live without love
You can live without lust
In Love there's trust
In lust you find deceit
I wonder if this is love or lust
Though I feel both
I know it can't be
For I know in my Heart
You're not here to stay
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Teach Me
 
Teach me
Teach me how to love
Teach me how to be a lover
Teach me how to be loved
Teach me how to care
Teach me how to be fair
Teach me how to be nice
Teach me to be myself again
Teach me how to be a friend
Teach me how to trust
Teach me to sing and dance
Teach me how to be ur lover
Teach me how to be ur hearts desire
Show me how to start a fire
show me my reflection...show me the real me
And i'll teach, show and give U everything U need
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The Courage To Write
 
I have something inside me
I have something to say
I just want you to listen
I want to be heard
Will no one hear my plea?
Will no one look my way?
I have no courage to speak
But I still have so many things to say
I've no strength
I can't fight back for I don't know how
I can't look back nor forward for i've lost my way
I don't know what to do for i've lost all my senses
I can't tell this to no one for no one will listen
So, all I have in life
Is the courage to write for writing gives me hope
And makes me feel alive
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U Are...Aren'T You? ?
 
Ur my secret weapon
Ur my secret crush
Ur my love song
Never thought I could love this much
U've shown me a new way to see the world
I look at you and say
'Im glad to be ur girl'
I know sometimes act like I don't care
But know this
Deep inside im dying to be ur every dare
Why don't I hate you?
Why can't I be mad at you?
Is it because of the way you see me?
Or is it because if the way you brighten my smile?
Either way U are my muse
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Wonders
 
Sometimes I sit home all alone
Gazing up at the night sky
Searching for the stars
Wishing U were by my side
And today's no different
even I now know ur here
I just can't help but wonder
I wonder if you think of me
As much as I think of you
I wonder if you miss me
As much as I miss you
I wonder if you love me
The way I love you
Or exactly like I want you to
Guess i'll never know
So, ill just keep on looking
Share my secret with the stars
And send you my love through the moonlight sky
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